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ABSTRACT

Applications of Cloud Computing in enterprises are very wide-ranging. In opposition, educational applications of Cloud Computing in Poland are somewhat limited. On the other hand, young people use services of Cloud Computing frequently. Utilization of Facebook, Google or other services in Poland by young people is almost the same as in Western Europe or in the USA. Taking into account those considerations, few years ago authors have started process of popularization and usage of Cloud Computing educational services in their professional work. This article briefly summarizes authors’ experience with selected and most popular Cloud Computing services.
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INTRODUCTION

In Poland, wide usage of application of computational software in education has started in 1980’s. The software was used in vary ways, depending of its purpose. But, the software always needed expanded IT infrastructure to be used effectively. Also, activity with traditional software systems were limited to the area of school building or one classroom. Students could not have access to their educational materials, homeworks or statistics related to their activity in school. The solution for those limitation were Web-based educational systems. Yet, in this case the IT infrastructure became even more complicated and more difficult in administration.

To gain effective educational systems, educational institution had to spend a lot of financial resources for server infrastructure, administrative staff, Internet connection and of course professional software. In this case, teachers were able to prepare educational materials and share them with students but this process had few important limitations. The first limitation was the way how educational material must be prepared. There were many standards and even more complex tools for preparation of those materials. This situation required from teachers to get familiar with standards of materials preparation and most often caused teachers to be attached to one selected system.

Another limitation standing on the way of popularization of educational systems was complicated administration of IT resources, as well as educational materials. And last but not the least, curtailment were problems with access to educational systems in case of server infrastructure hardware problem. Mostly, educational systems were located on one physical server and its failure resulted in a stoppage of the learning process, or caused a lot of problems in the smooth conduct of classes. The final solution for elimination of the previously mentioned limitations as well as simplifying the process of preparation of materials and availability of resources are educational system based on Cloud Computing services.[1].
BRIEF OVERVIEW OF CLOUD COMPUTING

The term of Cloud Computing was recorded for the first time as early as in 1997, when during INFORMS conference Rama Chellappa – a professor at the University of Maryland defined cloud computing as “the emerging computer paradigm, whose computation limits are established not by technical boundaries, but by justified requirements” [2].

The first research articles concerning the issue were published in 2008. Cloud Computing is a new, yet dynamically developing branch of computer science. Moreover, it may strike as surprising that Cloud Computing has quickly come to enjoy great popularity in many other fields, influencing such areas as social networking, which can be exemplified by Facebook and Twitter services.

The basic classification Cloud Computing was divided into three layers. The first layer – IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), lies closest to hardware. The next layer – PaaS (Platform as a Service), does not allow the user access to Operating System, but offers an elastic and scalable framework for creating and running their applications. SaaS (Software as a Service) constitutes the third layer of application, which are made available as services.

Although both solutions belong to the same class, their implementation and capabilities are strikingly different. The first difference is the number of operating systems available that the user can utilize. EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud), true to its name, is a very flexible solution. It enables the user to install one of Linux platforms or Microsoft Windows Server. Apart from that the user has a selection of a few hundred of OS images, configured and prepared for specific tasks. In case of Windows Azure the OS choice is limited to implementations of Microsoft Windows Server images. The billing scheme is another significant difference. It is characterized by different set of parameters, which influence the final price. On account of the character of this publication authors will refrain from comparing both solutions. This will be the subject of another work. In case of IaaS, its essential advantage is enabling the user to full access to the purchased system which he can then managed as he pleases and run any software on it. Nonetheless, with IaaS cloud it is vital to remember that many of Cloud features such as scalability and failover mechanisms are not available there by default. They can be utilized only if the programmer knows how to implement them in a given solution.

For that reason, if the user does not require full control over the system, but puts scalability and reliability above it he should consider using PaaS solution. PaaS services are offered on a number of platforms: Google App Engine, Microsoft Windows Azure, Ruby on Rails IN Cloud and Force.com – Salesforce.com. One of the key advantages of PaaS is its separation from hardware infrastructure and operating system, thanks to which the issues of hardware malfunction, licensing and installing updates are nonexistent. Although the user has to abide certain rules and limitations in the created software, he does not need to utilize specialized techniques enabling him to tap onto scalability of available resources.[3]

Cloud Computing does not restrict its capabilities to programmers. The users may count on ready, pre-made solutions adapted to their needs. This service model is called SaaS. It does not allow for creating applications. Instead it permits using ready software which runs and is made available within the cloud. Google Apps, Microsoft Office 365 and Windows Live are the best examples of this model. Perhaps the most renowned SaaS applications are community based social portals and apps such as Facebook, Flickr, Picasa and many more.

CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICES IN DAILY TEACHERS WORK

Examples shown in this part of article are based on authors’ experience and, in most cases, are consistent with the results of other researchers but detailed implementation of services may vary depending on the teacher [4].

Author’s first experience with implementation of Cloud Computing services into educational process began in 2010. As in case of many other teachers, the first step was to convince students to use email as communication to exchange their homework as well as questions and other matters connected with learning process. Seemingly, this very simple process required some time and discipline needed to develop the certain habits among students. At the same time Google Apps for Education were implemented. Study was conducted
to determine the suitability of specific cloud computing services – in this case Google Apps – in the teaching process. The activities carried out with the use of Google Apps were compared with the previous experience of the authors of online learning systems, such as eg. Moodle. However, due to the nature of the article, these systems will not be compared.

As mentioned earlier, the email communication should have some rules to fully utilize Gmail function. To keep track of students work received on the email box, it was needed to implement filters and labels in Gmail. Without certain students habits this process would fail. Next, maybe less important, was fact that most of student were using their private email addresses, without properly described first and last names. Almost simultaneously, after the implementation of Google Apps, an educational website built on Google Sites service was launched. What was very important for authors, the implementation time was very short comparing to time needed to run educational service based for example on on Moodle. To start the service and fill it with educational materials, Google user needed just about one hour. But simplicity sometimes means less opportunity in case of educational means. In the case of site based on Google, teacher has no possibility to track who and when uses materials. The solution could be Google Analytics, but also in this case information is very limited. Teacher has no possibility to prepare in easy way tests, flashcards and other interactive materials that are implemented into Moodle. So at the first sight, Google was good but not sufficient. When a simple communication via email, file sharing and ads were needed, Google services were sufficient. But in the case where a teacher needs more sophisticated tools, further research was needed to be carried out. A natural step was to search for applications, which are available as an extension proposed for Google Apps for Education.

In year 2011 such extension was available as Web application called Docebo E-Learning. Unfortunately, the cost of the application was too high. After extended research, the authors found very flexible and very cost effective e-learning solution called Engrade on the market. This system has been used for three years until now. The total number of registered classes equals sixty four and registered students equals about eight hundred. During this time the system was very stable and, what is very important – especially in the case of Cloud Computing services – the rules of use of this system were unchanged. Because Engrade is not widely known, at least in Poland, it will be described in more detail later in the article.

Engrade, as a very useful tool to teach yet, it does not meet all the requirements. The authors sought additional applications that, for example, may allow for conducting classes remotely – Remote seminars or consultations. The solution was an AnyMeeting system. AnyMeeting is a Cloud Computing service, too. It allows one to conduct meetings and conference – share the view of the screen, text chat and voice conversations. For the authors, this system was used by a group seminar. Such a method of conducting classes, familiarizes students with teleconferences and presentations.

The last tool used in the teaching process is Facebook. It may be a surprising statement, but Facebook appears to be an excellent tool to stay in touch with current or former students. For current students, allows for quick contact with a person or a group of students – which happens extremely rarely. However, in the case of former students, allows for quick contact with a person or a group of students – which happens extremely rarely. However, in the case of former students, allows for quick contact with a person or a group of students – which happens extremely rarely. However, in the case of former students, allows for quick contact with a person or a group of students – which happens extremely rarely.

During the research on Cloud Computing application in education, authors have tested many other services such as Mojo Helpdesk, SlideRocket, Do, Youtube, but their usefulness in the education process was limited. Of course in the case of Youtube one can find this tool very useful as a tool to assist the teaching process, but in case of authors, application of that service was very rare.

Using SlideRocket service as an example, you should pay attention to a very important aspect of Cloud Computing services usage, namely the stability of the operations of the service, and the immutability of license usage rights. As we all know the teaching process takes a fairly long period of time, once prepared classes should be modernized, not totally rebuilt or reconstructed. The most serious threat in the case of free access to the service is change of the terms of service. The user has the choice to cease the use of the service or pay a certain fee for the use. In the case of the aforementioned system Engrade or Google Apps for Education this situation has not occurred. However, one should always reckon with the possibility that the terms of service may change.
BENEFITS AND RISKS OF USING CLOUD COMPUTING

As mentioned at the end of previous part of the article, Cloud Computing gives the educational institution many benefits but also brings some risks. With previously mentioned example of SlideRocket service is directly connected the risk called Lock-in. This risk is that an institution will become “locked-in” to the products of a particular provider. There are significant costs in migrating from any used system to another. While some providers make claims about the interoperability of their products it is rarely easy to transfer content from one system to another. Institutions which start to integrate business or educational processes with the cloud systems will find it even more difficult to migrate. If a better rival product emerges or the cloud provider decides to impose or increase charges on institutions it may be too late to change the service.

In many cases of services – especially those provided for free – with software there are also associated advertising. That fact causes the next risk appears called “unsolicited advertising”. This is especially important in EU countries where unsolicited advertising is illegal and institutions must take steps to ensure this does not happen. In addition, the accumulation of usage data by the providers may be of value for onward selling to third parties, though it may be anonymized. The inclusion of appropriate clauses in the contract may minimize the risk of abuse.

A major concern is around the security of data. Institutions may consider that their data is more secure if it is hosted within the institution. Transferring data to a third party in a remote data center, not under the control of the institution and the location of which may not be known, presents a risk. Strict data protection laws in Poland, as a part of the EU, restrict the storage of personal data to countries with which agreements have been signed (those countries are Argentina, Bailiwick of Guernsey, Faroe Islands, Isle of Man, Jersey, Switzerland and – if the provider is accept certain conditions – Canada, USA).[5] Some cloud providers now provide guarantees in their contracts that personal data will only be stored in particular countries.[6]

Benefits of use of Cloud Computing services are as follow:

- Economies – services such as email are offered for free by external providers; hardware can be redeployed or removed, potentially freeing up valuable real estate; personnel costs can be cut.
- Elasticity – allows for rapid escalations in demand at peak times, such as at the start of the academic year or during exam periods.
- Enhanced availability – less downtime due to the superior resources and skills available to cloud providers.
- End user satisfaction – range of new applications being provided; students can use such applications as Office for free without having to purchase, install and keep these applications up to date on their computers; collaboration; data is accessible from any location or from a range of devices; technologies such as HTML5 will increasingly allow users to work offline when Internet access is intermittent.

ENGRADe AS A TOOL FOR TEACHERS

Engrade is a secure, web-based online gradebook and class management tool, free of charge. This software allows teachers to post and track students’ information in one place, as well as allows students and their parents to check grades and attendance. Engrade also offers mobile site access to provide access from mobile devices. For those who need more advanced features, like collecting and viewing data from third-party providers, there is paid version, for a per-student annual fee.

As it was said, Engrade is a free of charge for teacher as well as for students and their parents. In the research, in case of use of Engrade by authors, parents accounts were not taken into account. Yet, this utility was used to carry on all documentation of students from all classes. Engrade was tested for three years and during this time occurred no problem with system stability. Also, the design and usability was not changed.

After very easy registration – were few possible account types to choose (to prepare Engrade for an institution it was better to choose and establish a school account of administrator than teacher account) – administrator could register teachers belonging to one school. Figure 1 shows the dashboard of Engrade prepared for testing purpose.

In case of presented test school, seventeen teachers were registered. Not everyone was conducting classes during summer semester of academic year 2013/14. Some of teachers were using whole teaching process where some of them were using Engrade just in some cases eg. for stu-
dents testing purpose. Teachers faced few problems with adaptation their classes style for online method of teaching. Some of them no needed computers on their classes and used Engrade as a supporting tool to share materials with students. In case of authors, Engrade was used to: share materials, communicate with students, keep track of students assignments and finally to collect suggestions about student progress and support decision on final grade of student.

All features of Engrade are divided into Apps. Figure 2 shows Class Apps with following sections: gradebook, assignments, calendar, attendance, list of students, tests turn-ins, discussion, standards, comments to lessons, seating chart. Teacher can also set settings for chosen class – settings (class name, school year, grading scale, main apps) were configured during class addition of a class, but they could always be adjusted by teacher during a school year.

To proper set a class inside Engrade, after adding class name and students to the class, teacher needed to put subjects of lessons and dates of deadline for each lesson (see Figure 3). This was very useful to keep self-discipline of teacher as well as discipline of class. After setting all lessons, students can see all assignments and they know the date when turn-in must be send to get score of an accomplished lesson. Figure 3 shows dates of turn-ins sent by students as well as scores for each student. After completion all turn-ins at the end of semester, teacher was having informa-

![Fig. 1. Administrator dashboard of school](image1)

![Fig. 2. View of teachers dashboard](image2)
tion about each student progress and in the same time a proposition of the final grade.

Frequently, authors were using flash cards as a tool to prepare student for tests or other methods of knowledge verification. For each class was also checked attendance, which at the end of the semester was a factor in the final evaluation (see Figure 2).

CONCLUSIONS

Application of Cloud Computing services was researched and different solutions were tested during three years. Systems like Engrade, AnyMeeting, Google Apps for Education were found as a very useful tools in everyday practice of teachers. According to students opinion on classes, carried out with use of these services, students always knew what would be the course of the lesson, their scores and other information of class progress. That fact made them clear about the rules of gaining credit in a given subject. From point of view of teachers and administration, analyzed systems were easy to set and maintain. However, it should also be noted that systems operating in a cloud computing have a number of drawbacks. First, the user must have access to the Internet to be able to use these systems. Must be paid attention to the license agreement and the changes in conditions and prices of service. User may be locked in a specific, single solution and move to another provider may be a process quite difficult and time consuming. When choosing a system, should be paid attention to the language versions of the system. English is available in almost all services, but eg. Polish language is available in only a few. The most important note, user must always pay attention to where his data will be collected and how it will be secured in the system.

Already in the course of writing the article, Google has launched a new service called Classroom. Thus, further studies in the academic year 2004/15 will focus on the use of new solutions running in the cloud computing. These services will be Google Classroom and EDU 2.0.
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